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Vote 4: None Of The Above   
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 This is a time in our history like no other.  It’s time for the biggest change EVER!  

1 Most of us have grown up with the principle - embedded in our 
psyche - that it’s important to vote – partly based on the idea 
that it is our democratic right and a right which people gave 
their lives to secure for us.  Plus, it’s a way in which we as 
individuals can take a part in how our country is steered and run.   
  

 

2 Some people feel that it is the duty of every citizen of voting age 
to exercise that right.  Others even say, people should be forced 
to exercise that right and penalised for not doing so – as in OZ.   
I love that – but perhaps not for reasons you will guess. 
   

 

3 On the subject of compulsory voting, the BBC published an expose on the 
situation in OZ – titled: Australia election: Why is voting compulsory? 
This is a good read and exposes the opposing views very well. 
 
Political parties in Australia are not totally in agreement on this topic, but the 
view generally is that it is a good thing for democracy – or rather for 
politicians I would argue.  I, and many others around the world - would 
disagree that it’s good for democracy.  In fact, the very opposite is true.   
Basic principle being: Very little of what is compulsory is a good thing! 
Compulsory voting hides the reality of People being unhappy with what’s 
been offered and suggests they MUST BE HAPPY with what they’ve chosen.  
 
Political parties all pride themselves in having the People believe they have 
the People’s interest at heart.  Some honest politicians might do – and 
possibly those who first start out in that sphere of occupation, will have done.  
Some get into politics because they want to make a difference and believe 
they can.  I’m in total support of that idea.  But then later, something seems to 
corrupt them.  So many tend to lie about things - and we have all seen that.   
 
The first objective of any politician is to GET elected and then STAY elected.  
The STAY part is the truly worrying bit.  How many corrupt politicians have 
we seen cling to power in our lifetime?  
 
What any politician will fear most is the People turning against them - since 
this threatens their FIRST objective.  Due to this, the political sphere in 
Australia - and 22 other nation states in the world with compulsory voting 
laws – has evolved a trick and the trick serves ALL politicians in Australia very 
well indeed. 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-23810381
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That trick is to have all the voters believe that the voting system delivers the 
best possible result achievable - by the majority of the voting population. 
 

4 Simply put - it doesn’t! 
 
What it does, is put a narrow band of choices on the table for people to 
choose from.  In a quasi-democracy - of the type Australia has – it means that 
the political sphere can say: look we have put the choices on the table and 
the people are happy – they have chosen this party or that party.  Where 
voting is compulsory, the people have no choice other than to put a cross 
against something – the least bad in many cases, I’m certain. 
 
Currently, we can only wonder what the voting results would look like in 
Australia – and elsewhere – if there was an extra BOX on the ballot paper. 
 

 

NONE OF THE ABOVE 
 

 

 
 

Frankly, if that box had been on ballot papers in the UK since the late 1980s – 
and at every general election and most council elections since – that is 
where my cross would have been. 
 
For me it would signify:  

I am NOT happy with the choices 
I want something different! 

 
Every individual vote for NONE OF THE ABOVE would be a stinging 
judgement on the political system these politicians of ours control for their 
own advantage.  Because of this, it is the last thing any current politician 
would agree to in principle and advocate introducing to the option list.  
  

5 In the UK, voting is not compulsory and should, I believe, remain that way.  
The problem here - as in many countries around the world – is that people 
feel compelled to vote.  They see it as their one small chance to express a 
wish - or a preference - and feel reluctant to let the opportunity slip by them.  
After all, people are given so few opportunities to do just that – express an 
opinion about the politicians who effectively control them. 
 
Consequently, people join the queues at the polling stations – reducing in 
length year on year as they do – to exercise their hard won right. 
 
Now there is a thing to think about. 
What are we all doing here?  How did it come to pass that a small number of 
us – admittedly in our long ago past – came to take control of the rest of us? 
Was it those with the greatest intelligence? 
Was it those with the most money and influence? 
It was essentially the latter - wasn’t it? 
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And things are not so very different today – if you think about it. 
 
The reality is that the People are controlled – and will continue to be 
controlled [-unless…] – by a tiny minority of individuals.  Some of these 
individuals are referred to as the self-appointed elite.  They meet at Davos 
every year under the banner of the World Economic Forum - WEF.  
 
Reference the elite - I came upon an enlightening quote recently in the 
Michael Moore documentary film, Fahrenheit 9/11.  
George W Bush, speaking at a meeting of the elite said: 

“This is an impressive crowd – The Haves and the Have Mores”. 
On film, he continued… 

“Some people call you the elite – I call you, my base!” 
Hoots of laughter rise up – from the elite gathered there. 

Watch it – on the trailer - it’s NO JOKE! 
Neither is the rest of the film! 

 
The WEF is a rather big topic and there are many things to know about it and 
understand.  It reads like the script from a James Bond film and the main 
character is a Bond-like villain if ever you saw one: Klaus Schwab - founder. 
 
Under his leadership – unelected as it is – the WEF is setting itself up with 
the support of all the leading politicians of the world AND the individuals with 
the most money and influence – to exercise ever greater control over us all.   
One catch phrase used by the WEF is: 

“You will own nothing – and be happy”. 
After translation – the statement appears to mean: 

They – the elite - will own everything – and be even happier! 
 
If that is not a scary thought for you – then you know nothing about the WEF 
and its clearly stated ambitions for us and our children. 
 
To get a taste of the WEF – for those who have not delved yet into this pot - 
watch Sky News presenter Rowan Dean, talking with James Delingpole on 
the subject. 
 
See Further Reading below for more insight. 
It suggests clearly – among many other things - that the political leaders we 
have – have not been elected by us exactly.  Instead, they were pre-selected 
by “them” and put up for us to effectively endorse.  Quite different and with 
major repercussions for all thinking people everywhere.  
It is however a process which has been happening in the USA for some while. 
 

6 So, the current reality is that we are controlled by a tiny minority of people. 
We pay them – out of our taxes and hard-earned cash – and they tell us 
what to do and what not to do.  If we were all happy with that arrangement 
and what these politicians do for us, we would be saying;  

“Thank you – do carry on” – wouldn’t we? 
 
But we aren’t happy – and we don’t say thank you – carry on. 
That being the case, isn’t it time we voted for a completely new system? 

https://www.imdb.com/video/vi1235616025/?playlistId=tt0361596&ref_=tt_ov_vi
https://www.skynews.com.au/world-news/the-great-reset-globalists-using-the-virus-to-destroy-the-old-world-order/video/d058027077c9b0de8cf91e34503c95a5
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7 Returning again to the concept of voting. 
 
The thing is People – although the box on the ballot paper saying:   

NONE OF THE ABOVE 
has yet to appear – there is another less good alternative for those unhappy 
with the choices served up on the table for us to put a cross against.  It has 
been my choice to date. 
 
And that is - abstention. 
The French have done this recently in the presidential elections. 
See this article by The Guardian: When voters abstain, France takes notice – 
the UK should learn to do the same. 
 
Imagine what the media might report if on the days following a general 
election it was reported that NO ONE VOTED.  The turnout was 0%. 
Impossible to imagine in reality perhaps – but NOT as a concept. 
 
That said, the People in the Hull area of the UK came a bit close to this 
situation just last week in the council elections for 2022. 
The lowest recorded turnout was 13%  
 
See Hull local election 2022 full results - see who won in your ward – as 
reported by the Hull Daily News. 
 
15 council wards in Hull were up for grabs. 
Of those, 7 wards recorded a turnout of under 20%. 
One was as low as 13% 
Does this send a message? 
 
87% of the people in that ward are surely saying - they want something 
different.  And those people are not alone – since there are numerous wards 
around the country with equally bad turnout – satisfaction - percentages.  
 

8 There is of course a long list of reasons for these low turnout percentages.  
Among them, we can list the following: 

1. Partygate 
2. Beergate 
3. Porngate 
4. Lies told by PM Johnson and a host of other MPs of different colours 
5. Lockdowns 
6. Lost livelihoods 
7. Lost school days 
8. Lost appointments with GPs and missed diagnosis 
9. Lost treatments in NHS hospitals for cancer etc 
10. Lost relatives due to wrong Covid strategies 
11. Lost lives due to Covid treatment adverse reactions 

 
The list is truly endless and the People of Hull appear to know this and are 
not happy.  And who in their right mind would be? 

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/apr/29/voters-abstain-france-uk-emmanuel-macron
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2022/apr/29/voters-abstain-france-uk-emmanuel-macron
https://www.hulldailymail.co.uk/news/hull-east-yorkshire-news/hull-local-election-2022-full-7044672
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The question for all of us is this. 
What is to be done about it? 
If we were to leave it to our elected leaders – nothing would happen. 
 
Something truly magical and inspiring is needed and the time for it has never 
before been so ripe and ready for it. 
 
What could it be? 
Your answers on a postcard will be willingly accepted. 
 

9 As regards the turnout figures once more, do consider these points. 
 

1. The election in Marfleet – Hull - had a turnout of 13.45% 
The candidates split that percentage between them 
The council is now controlled by persons polling a fraction of 13,45% 
 

2. The national turnout percentages have not been published 
The details of seats lost and won have been – but not turnout %ages 
Despite a concerted effort to find these, they haven’t been found 
The national results would be an embarrassment for all politicians 
It appears they have been purposefully withheld to save them that 
They’d indicate a stinging judgement on the political system 

 
I will continue my search for the national turnout percentages for the 2022 
council elections and may even compile the report myself, for sharing. 
 

 It seems that we as a People have reached a watershed – a fork in the road.  
We have never before perhaps been presented with such a moment in time 
when it is so clear – surely – to every man and women with analytical 
thinking ability, to see that change is not only necessary – but is imperative! 
 
And the truth is - that which can be created out of this pit of a dysfunctional 
political system we have all endured for too long – is something truly special. 
We only have to believe that the change is possible and then we can move 
to realise it for everyone – not least, our children.   
 

 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 
Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 

In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 
 

 By: David Charles 

 Source: Tetbury CONNECT: Magazine 

3 LINK Australia election: Why is voting compulsory? 

5 LINK Watch Sky News presenter Rowan Dean, talking with James 
Delingpole on the subject. 

5 LINK Film trailer: Fahrenheit 9/11 

https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/magazine
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-23810381
https://www.skynews.com.au/world-news/the-great-reset-globalists-using-the-virus-to-destroy-the-old-world-order/video/d058027077c9b0de8cf91e34503c95a5
https://www.imdb.com/video/vi1235616025/?playlistId=tt0361596&ref_=tt_ov_vi
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7 LINK When voters abstain, France takes notice – the UK should learn to do 
the same. 

7 LINK Hull local election 2022 full results - see who won in your ward 

 FURTHER READING 

 LINK Hidden Alliance of former WEF Young Global Leaders working in 
Lockstep to enforce the Great Reset include Macron, Trudeau, 
Ardern, & Boris Johnson 
 

 PLEASE DOWNLOAD AND SHARE THIS ARTICLE 
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